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The Free Lunch Portfolio strategy 
I continue looking into what others are doing to find good investment ideas. A good source is 

always the Free Lunch Portfolio by value investor Mohnish Pabrai. He publishes a portfolio 

that he creates by looking at what others do each year, therefore the name Free Lunch on his 

blog. 

 

Using algorithms, the Free Lunch Portfolio looks for 3 types of stocks: uber cannibals, 

spinoffs and companies owned by good fund managers that fall into the shameless cloning 

bucket.  

Uber cannibals are businesses that aggressively buyback their shares. In that way they lower 

the number of shares outstanding and increase the value for the remaining shareholders.  

Spinoffs are businesses that the parent company decided to spin off into a separate entity and 

give separate shares to shareholders. This is usually done because the business model is 

different with the subsidiary than with the parent company and therefore, more often than not, 

shareholders don’t know what to do with the new stock, not many analysts follow and one 

can really find under-priced bargains. 

Shameless cloning is simply looking what others have in their portfolio and buying it. 

Back testing showed that the Free Lunch Portfolio beats the S&P 500 by a large margin over 

the longer term.  

http://www.chaiwithpabrai.com/blog/2020-free-lunch-portfolio
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Source: Free Lunch Portfolio Forbes Article 

I figured, given the current situation in the market it would be interesting to research the 

individual components of the 2020 Free Lunch Portfolio and see whether there are some 

interesting individual opportunities even if the above performance has a lot to envy. This is 

the Free Lunch Portfolio for 2020: 

Uber Cannibals 

 

• Allison Transmission Holdings (ALSN) 

• Asbury Automotive Group (ABG) 

• Corning (GLW) 

• Quanta Services (PWR) 

• Sleep Number (SNBR) 

  

Shameless Cloning  

• Alphabet (GOOGL), from Sequoia Fund 

• Berkshire Hathaway (BRK.B), from Markel Insurance 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/janetnovack/2017/12/15/the-free-lunch-15-stock-portfolio/#740762796b38
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• Chipotle Mexican Grill (CMG), from Pershing Square   

• Citigroup (C), from ValueAct Capital 

• Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCAU), from Pabrai Funds  

  

Spinoffs  

• Athene Holding (ATH) 

• FirstService (FSV) 

• Hilton Grand Vacations (HGV) 

• RMR Group (RMR) 

• Vectrus (VEC) 

Free Lunch Portfolio individual holding analysis 
Let’s start with the analysis one by one. I will first categorize the stock using the Peter Lynch 

Stock Categorization tool - 6 Categories of Stocks by Peter Lynch. (the categorization is part 

of my summary of Lynch’s book One Up On Wall Street withing my free investing course – 

check it out). When the stock is categorized, I’ll take a look at fundamentals, the long-term 

sustainability of the business model and make a quick valuation. On those businesses that 

intrigue me from an investing perspective, I’ll make a full in-depth analysis.  

Allison Transmission Holdings (ALSN) 

Summary: 

• Free cash flow yield is 12.9%. Likely to change short term but attractive longer term. 

• Apart from the coming recession, the other cloud over the business is the EV threat. 

• The buybacks are likely to be cut, the debt is relatively high but the business will not 

go away that fast. 

Allison Transmission is the world’s largest manufacturer of fully automatic transmissions for 

medium- and heavy-duty commercial vehicles and is a leader in hybrid-propulsion systems 

for city buses. The company was owned by GM for a long time and The Carlyle acquired it in 

2007 for $5.6 billion. It went public in 2012. 

 

Source : ALST history 

The Free Lunch Portfolio defines it as an uber cannibal stock. A look at ALSN’s cash flow 

shows it spent $2.71 billion on buybacks over the last 6 years. It spent on average about $90 

https://sven-carlin-research-platform.teachable.com/courses/stock-market-investing/lectures/14255235
https://www.allisontransmission.com/company/history-heritage
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million for dividends per year. The number of shares outstanding has declined from 188 

million in 2013 to the last reported, 123 million. 

 

ALSN Stock Analysis – Cash Flow – Source: Morningstar 

Such heavy spending is possible because the company has pretty good margins on its 

products.  

https://www.morningstar.com/stocks/xnys/alsn/financials
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ALSN Stock Analysis – EBITDA Margin – Source: Allison Transmission IR 

Having good margins also means you have an advantage over other producers which 

indicates business quality – always a good thing to invest in. Good margins lead to high free 

cash flows and a high return on capital.  

http://ir.allisontransmission.com/static-files/7b1ba277-0f88-4971-8c3f-21776fe9ff82
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Allison Stock Analysis – Free cash flow – Source: Allison Transmission IR 

On the current market capitalization of $3.94 billion, average free cash flows of $509 million 

per year over the last 10 years indicate to a free cash return of 12.9%.  

I always like to look at the debt structure of a company and they have a significant amount of 

it, $2.5 billion. In case of deteriorating cash flows, the debt will become a bigger and bigger 

issue.  

http://ir.allisontransmission.com/static-files/7b1ba277-0f88-4971-8c3f-21776fe9ff82
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Allison Transmission Stock Analysis – Balance Sheet – Source:10K 

 

They still have two years to refinance the $1 billion loan, but the cost of it will depend on the 

business environment for the company. 

 

 

http://ir.allisontransmission.com/static-files/906c3539-705e-40dc-9cb2-7a74dbdf92e4
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We have now discussed the past for ALSN, and it looks really good. However, it is time to 

discuss the future because investing is about the future, unfortunately not about the past – that 

would make things easy. 

Allison Transmission stock analysis – outlook 

For me, categorizing a stock into the 6 categories discussed in Peter Lynch’s book One Up 

On Wall Street makes it much easier to know what to expect from a potential investment. 

https://sven-carlin-research-platform.teachable.com/courses/stock-market-investing/lectures/14255235
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I would categorize ALSN’s business as cyclical. Demand for its products depends on 

economic activity, interest rates and the general sentiment. 

ALSN’s market might be less cyclical than the Linehaul Class 8 market but it is still cyclical.  
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In 2009, the market fell 65% compared to the average of the previous 3 years and it took 6 

years to recover to the previous long-term average as it never reached the previous cyclical 

highs. 

 

The question is, will there be more market growth or is it a market destined for a slow, but 

long structural decline due to the EV danger.  
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ALSN’s market threat – Source: CNBC 

However, they have two growth opportunities out there. One is to expand globally as they are 

doing by opening factories in Hungary and India. 

The second growth opportunity comes from the hybrid business and new potential EV 

business. However, that is an area with high competition and they will likely not have the 

advantages they have in the traditional business thanks to their GM heritage. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/19/amazon-is-purchasing-100000-rivian-electric-vans.html
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Conclusion 

The conclusion is simple. ALSN is a cyclical stock and the best time, the lower risk and 

higher reward investment opportunity with such businesses, is when the fundamentals start to 

improve, not heading into a recession.  

Secondly, one must carefully watch the EV threat as it is fancy to buy an EV garbage truck. 

Maybe it is not feasible now, but going into the second part of this decade, there will be much 

more supply at lower prices where we don’t know how will ALSN fare in that environment.  

On a cash flow basis, the company is also still a bit expensive because we can expect it to see 

slow or even negative growth over the coming decade. On top of that the company has $2.5 

billion in debt that will become a burden at some point in time (it always does in a cyclical 

industry). 

Despite my cloudy outlook, I would say that if someone follows the company over the next 

decade, carefully assesses the technology, he or she might buy just before ALSN gets to a 

breakthrough. The positive situation might never materialize, but it might be worth to follow. 


